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Abstract 

 

The following is the text of Chapter 5 of my Hague Lectures on “The Law of Global 

Governance” forthcoming in the 368 Recueil des cours and in the Pocketbook Series of the 

Hague Academy of International law.  

 

The book argues that the decision-making processes within international organizations and other 

global governance bodies ought to be subjected to procedural and substantive legal constraints 

that are associated domestically with the requirements of the rule of law. The book explains why 

law – international, regional, domestic, formal or soft – should restrain global actors in the same 

way that judicial oversight is applied to domestic administrative agencies. It outlines the 

emerging web of global norms designed to protect the rights and interests of all affected 

individuals, to enable public deliberation, and to promote the legitimacy of the global bodies. 

These norms are being shaped by a growing convergence of expectations that global institutions 

adopt rules and institutions that ensure public participation and representation, impartiality and 

independence of decision-makers, and accountability of decisions. The book explores these 

mechanisms as well as the political and social forces that are shaping their development by 

analyzing the emerging judicial practice concerning a variety of institutions, ranging from the 

UN Security Council and other formal organizations to informal and private standard-setting 

bodies.  

 

Directly or indirectly, global governance bodies limit the discretion of national regulators. In 

myriad ways – by imposing different kinds of requirements on states, or setting standards that 

determine how individual providers of goods and services act – these global institutions affect 

the life opportunities of all of us as individuals. This chapter begins by briefly offering a 

typology of this multitude of ways in which global bodies shape national policies and personal 

decisions, and then explores the justifications for such interventions and their limits. 
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Chapter 5 

The Potential and Limits of Global Regulation of Sovereign Discretion 

 

Many of the global governance bodies we have discussed shape the ways national governments 

act. Directly or indirectly, they limit the discretion of national regulators. In myriad ways – by 

imposing different kinds of requirements on states, or setting standards that determine how 

individual providers of goods and services act – these global institutions affect the life 

opportunities of all of us as individuals. This chapter begins by briefly offering a typology of this 

multitude of ways in which global bodies shape national policies and personal decisions, and 

then explores the justifications for such interventions and their limits.  

 

5.1 Background: the Variety of Modalities for Intervention in Sovereign Discretion 

The tools that global governance bodies have at their disposal to influence national regulation 

reflect their character: what is available to a formal IGO with a judicial organ that can review 

national policies and declare their incompatibility with treaty obligations is not open to an InGO 

that seeks to impose standards against money laundering on states, or to a PI that can only certify 

that certain fisheries were caught in an unsustainable way.
1
 But all of these tools restrict 

sovereign discretion and have an impact on individuals, either directly or indirectly. Some 

informal, “softer” and even “private” tools are even harder on states than the formally public and 

“hard” tools.  

What seems on its face to be the most intrusive measure is the direct review of national 

policies by an international tribunal such as the ECtHR, or the WTO Appellate body, or by an 

arbitral body such as an investment tribunal operating under ICSID or UNCITRAL rules. This 

measure evokes the traditional judicial review function of constitutional or administrative courts 

in domestic settings, which many lawyers tend to perceive as the clearest manifestation of the 

rule by law because of the drama that is staged before the court: the parties present their 

arguments and the court subsequently delivers judgment, whereby law trumps political power.  

                                                           
1
 On the different modes of operation of the various global bodies, see Chapter 2. 
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But appearances may be misleading, as many seasoned domestic public lawyers know, and 

the drama in court is often a double-edged sword that operates also to constrain the court itself. 

This is also true in the global arena: international tribunals tend to worry about compliance with 

their decisions and hence are wary of issuing too strong opinions that states might refuse to 

follow.
2
 For the same reason, governments are hesitant to bring other governments to court and 

instead opt for more informal mechanisms to pressure their peers into compliance.
3
 Furthermore, 

governments may respond to the judgment in an ad hoc manner without modifying the root 

causes of the problems that led to the quashed policy. In this sense, the general review of a 

state’s compliance with treaty obligations – a process that involves sustained and 

institutionalized internal scrutiny as part of the process of producing a national report, as is the 

case with UN human rights treaty bodies – may prove no less effective in promoting state 

compliance (therefore also limiting state discretion more effectively).
4
  

InGOs, PPIs and PIs do not use courts, but they do have their venues where “verdicts” are 

delivered: a finding that a certain state did not comply with anti-money-laundering measures or 

with the Basel Committee’s standards for banks, or the decision by the Marine Stewardship 

Council not to certify certain fisheries.
5
 Some of these standards require state action (e.g., 

providing access to environmental decisions), while others impact individuals directly (e.g., the 

farmer that exports her produce). It is often the case that the latter, informal and private measures 

are the more effective (and hence the more intrusive), because they target weak governments or 

diffuse individuals for whom resistance is prohibitively costly. Some of these “verdicts” address 

specific areas such as the internet or labor conditions. Others are all-encompassing in their 

coverage and assessment of states, as is the case with general indicators such as those assessing 

country risks, the relative fragility of States, or their commitment to the rule of law.
6
 As Kevin 

Davis et al. demonstrated in a recent book-length study, “[t]he burgeoning production and use of 

                                                           
2
 Shai Dothan, Judicial Tactics in the European Court of Human Rights, 12 CHI. J. INT'L. L. 115, 117, 126 (2011); 

SHAI DOTHAN, REPUTATION AND JUDICIAL TACTICS: A THEORY OF NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COURTS 

(Forthcoming 2014). 
3
 See ANDREW GUZMAN, HOW INTERNATIONAL LAW WORKS – A RATIONAL CHOICE THEORY Chapter 3 (2008) 

(focusing on reputation as key to motivate and discipline states). 
4
 See CHRISTIAN TOMUSCHAT, HUMAN RIGHTS – BETWEEN IDEALISM AND REALISM 167-189 (2

nd
 ed., 2008). 

5
 On these, see supra Chapter 2, text to notes 41 et seq. 

6
 Nehal Bhuta, Governmentalizing Sovereignty: Indexes of state fragility and the calculability of political order, in 

GOVERNANCE BY INDICATORS: GLOBAL POWER THROUGH QUANTIFICATION AND RANKINGS 132 (Kevin E. Davis et 

al. eds., 2012) [hereinafter GOVERNANCE BY INDICATORS]; Katharina Pistor, Re-Construction of Private Indicators 

for Public Purposes, in GOVERNANCE BY INDICATORS, id., at 165. 
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indicators in global governance has the potential to alter the forms, the exercise, and perhaps 

even the distributions of power in certain spheres of global governance.”
7
 

Interventions by global governance bodies can be direct, by demanding or focusing attention 

to specific outcomes: higher standards of human rights protection, less emissions or more 

sustainable forest management, higher scores in global student assessments under the 

Programme of International Student Assessment (PISA).
8
 But intervention can also be indirect 

by focusing on the domestic decision-making procedures rather than their result. The WTO 

Appellate Body, for example, interpreted the GATT agreement as demanding more transparent 

domestic deliberations that allow affected stakeholders to participate,
9
 and required coastal states 

to offer due process rights in domestic proceedings concerning the detention of foreign vessels 

and crew.
10

 There are treaties and treaty bodies that address only the decision-making process, 

such as the Aarhus Convention or the Espoo Convention. Some indicators also address the 

procedural aspects, such as the World Bank’s “Worldwide Governance” indicators.
11

 The OECD 

is seeking to improve transparency and accountability in member states’ decision-making 

processes,
12

 and even private initiatives, such as the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative 

(EITI), focus on the generation of information as a tool for promoting the sustainable use of 

resources.
13

 The thinking behind this focus on the process, which is also the general philosophy 

                                                           
7
 Kevin E. Davis et al., Introduction: Global Governance by Indicators, in GOVERNANCE BY INDICATORS, supra 

note 6, at 4-5. 
8
 Armin von Bogdandy & Matthias Goldmann, Taming and Framing Indicators: A Legal Reconstruction of the 

OECD’s Programme of International Student Assessment (PISA), in GOVERNANCE BY INDICATORS, supra note 6, at 

52.  
9
 Appellate Body Report, United States – Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products, 

WT/DS58/AB/R (Oct. 12, 1998) [hereinafter WTO, Shrimp].  
10

 The “Juno Trader” Case (St. Vincent v. Guinea Bissau), Prompt Release, Case No. 13, Order of Dec. 1, 2004, 

ITLOS Rep. 2004, 7, available at http://www.itlos.org/index.php?id=105 [hereinafter Juno Trader]. See also Diego 

Agus & Martina Conticelli, The International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS): The Juno Trader Case, in 

GLOBAL ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: THE CASEBOOK 89 (Sabino Cassese et al. eds., 3
rd

 ed. 2012) [hereinafter GAL 

CASEBOOK]; The “Tomimaru” Case (Japan v. Russ.), Prompt Release, Case No. 15, Order of Aug. 6, 2007, ITLOS 

Rep. 2007, 9, available at http://www.itlos.org/index.php?id=107. Hilde Caroli Casavola, Supervision of National 

Due Process: The Tomimaru Case, in GAL CASEBOOK, id., at 94.  
11

 M.A. Thomas, What Do the Worldwide Governance Indicators Measure?, 22 EUR. J. DEV. RES. 31 (2010). 
12

 E.g., Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign 

Public Officials in International Business Transactions, Dec. 17, 1997, 37 I.L.M. 1 [hereinafter Convention on 

Combating Bribery]. See also James Salzman, Decentralized Administrative Law in the Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development, 68 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 189 (2005). 
13

 On the EITI, see Clare Short, The Development of the Extractive Industries, 7 J. WORLD ENERGY L. & BUS. 8 

(2014); Virginia Haufler, Disclosure as Governance: The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative and 

Resource Management in the Developing World, 10 GLOBAL ENVTL POL. 53 (2010); Matthew Genasci & Sarah 

Pray, Extracting Accountability: Implications of the Resources Curse for CSR Theory and Practice, 11 YALE HUM. 

RTS. & DEV. L.J. 37 (2008). 
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behind much of administrative law, is that a proper process yields proper outcomes. In global 

settings, such an indirect approach has two important benefits. First, the intervention in national 

discretion is mitigated by its indirect nature. Second, a focus on the process is valuable when the 

policy outcomes are not sufficiently identified at the outset, when experimentation with different 

policies can be encouraged. Finally, constraining the process and not the outcome is important in 

matters that involve cultural differences which merit the respect of global actors.  

Intervention in the decision-making process may also press states to set up global institutions 

if such institutions can promote collective welfare. The paradigmatic example is the ICJ decision 

in the GabcikovoNagymaros Project case
14

 concerning the management of the Danube River by 

Hungary and Slovakia, where the court sent the parties to seek “an agreed solution … which 

must be pursued in a joint and integrated way.”
15

 

 

5.2 Justifications for Intervention in Domestic Discretion 

This brief survey of the variety of governance tools points out an underlying tension between 

global standard setting and sovereign discretion: how much intervention in domestic decision-

making is called for? This tension exists in all modes of intervention and is reflected in 

everything from the debates about the proper “standard of review” of national policies by 

international tribunals and how much “margin of appreciation” the reviewed state should be 

allowed,
16

 through academic efforts to explore ways to rein in “transnational private 

regulation,”
17

 to the calls for “public regulation of global indicators.”
18

 To assess what the proper 

limits to global intervention in domestic policy-making are, it is necessary to delve into the 

possible justifications for global intrusion into domestic decision-making. This is the task of this 

section. 

 

5.2.1 State Consent and its Limitations 

                                                           
14

 Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Project (Hung. v. Slovk.), Judgment, 1997 I.C.J. 7 (Sept. 25) [hereinafter Gabčíkovo-

Nagymaros]. 
15

 Id., ¶ 141. 
16

 See Pistor, supra note 6. 
17

 See ENFORCEMENT OF TRANSNATIONAL REGULATION, ENSURING COMPLIANCE IN A GLOBAL WORLD (Fabrizio 

Cafaggi ed., 2012). 
18

 Sabino Cassese & Lorenzo Casini, Public Regulation of Global Indicators, in GOVERNANCE BY INDICATORS, 

supra note 6, at 465. 
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This is the traditional response of international lawyers: the state party is bound to what it 

agreed. This is the weakest possible justification, for several reasons. First, this justification begs 

the question – what did the state party consent to? In light of the tendency of international 

tribunals to interpret treaties creatively and expansively, thereby increasing the authority of IGOs 

while downplaying the treaty’s text and the travaux preparatoires,
19

 this argument rings hollow.  

Perhaps even more importantly, state consent is often wrung by the economic forces of 

globalization. Small and medium-sized states, which constitute the great majority of the global 

community, face increasing competition for access to foreign investment and foreign markets. 

Divided by political boundaries and high levels of political, social, and economic heterogeneity, 

they generally find it difficult to act collectively. This often makes it relatively easy for a strong 

economic or political actor—be it a powerful state or a wealthy investor—to practice “divide and 

rule” strategies against them. These strategies further erode the capacity of weak sovereigns for 

collective action and effectively confine them to different “‘cells” in a maze of prisoners’ 

dilemmas.
20

 As Joseph Weiler has noted, 

Increasingly international regimes […] are negotiated on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. […] 

But for most States both the Take it is fictitious and the Leave it is even more. The consent 

given by these “sovereign” states is not much different to the “consent” that each of us 

gives, when we upgrade the operating system of our computer and blithely click the “I 

Agree” button on the Microsoft Terms and Conditions. One cannot afford to be out, and 

one cannot afford to leave.
21

 

But for many if not most forms of global governance today, consent is not even sought by the 

powerful governments and corporations. Their sheer economic power is often sufficient to 

convince developing countries that depend on exports to comply. For example, the adoption of 

                                                           
19

 See supra Chapter 3 text to notes 13-22. 
20

 Eyal Benvenisti & George W. Downs, Democratizing Courts: How National and International Courts are 

Promoting Democracy in an Era of Global Governance, NYU J. INT’L L. & POL’Y (Forthcoming, 2014), available 

at http://globaltrust.tau.ac.il/publications; Benedict Kingsbury, International Law as Inter-Public Law, in NOMOS 

XLIX: MORAL UNIVERSALISM AND PLURALISM 167 (Henry R. Richardson & Melissa S. Williams eds., 2009). 

Witness the regime of bilateral investment treaties by which investment-importing countries have had to forgo 

sovereign control over the management of such investments (Eyal Benvenisti & George W. Downs, The Empire's 

New Clothes: Political Economy and the Fragmentation of International Law, 60 STAN. L. REV. 595, 609-11 

(2007)) or the subsidized loans given by the IMF and the IBRD to incumbent governments to help them win 

elections (Axel Dreher & Roland Vaubel, Do IMF and IBRD Cause Moral Hazard and Political Business Cycles? 

Evidence from Panel Data, 1 OPEN ECON. REV. 5 (2004)). 
21

 Joseph H.H. Weiler, The Geology of International Law – Governance, Democracy and Legitimacy, 64 

HEIDELBERG J. INT’L L. 547, 557 (2004). 
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automobile emission standards by importing countries affected the policy choices of exporting 

countries.
22

 Private actors, such as retail associations and NGOs, adopt standards that force 

producers in exporting countries to adapt.
23

 More and more states are resorting to unilateral 

measures and “legislate for humanity.”
24

 

As the term “global governance” indicates, the multitudes of global regulators do not simply 

implement consensual commitments; they “govern,” namely they change people’s life 

opportunities by their exercise of discretion. This discretion may conflict with national 

discretion. It is therefore necessary to go beyond consent and trace possible grounds for 

preferring the global body’s discretion over the national.  

 

5.2.2 Promoting Global Welfare through Coordination and Cooperation 

The function of many global governance bodies is to promote global welfare. As we saw in 

Chapter 2, already the very first IGOs were set up to resolve collective action problems such as 

the regulation of access to the Rhine and the Danube rivers, or to solve coordination problems of 

inter-state communication standards. Many contemporary IGOs, InGOs and PIs constantly seek 

ways to promote global welfare through collective action and coordination. In light of this goal, 

the claim to retain unilateral sovereign discretion sounds a bit unsocial, perhaps even 

illegitimate.  

In fact, one can trace tacit support of this goal – with the attendant justification for limiting 

state discretion – in judicial opinions that address the management of shared natural resources. 

About ten years ago I argued that the ICJ has a unique legislative role in the international system, 

a role that empowers it to “leapfrog”
 
over international law when confronted with questions of 

management or control of global and transboundary resources:  

This is the power, under certain conditions, to create new law in the pretext of “finding” 

the customary international norms. The ICJ has, in fact, the authority to invent the custom. 

                                                           
22

 Eri Saikawa, Policy Diffusion of Emission Standards: Is There a Race to the Top? 65 WORLD POL. 1 (2013). 
23

 Jan Wouters, Axel Marx & Nicholas Hachez, Private Standards, Global Governance and Transatlantic 

Cooperation: The Case of Global Food Safety Governance in PRIVATE STANDARDS AND GLOBAL GOVERNANCE: 

ECONOMIC, LEGAL AND POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES 255 (Axel Marx et al. eds., 2012); Fabrizio Cafaggi, New 

Foundations of Transnational Private Regulation, 38 J. L & SOC'Y 20; Fabrizio Cafaggi, Private regulation, supply 

chain and contractual networks: The case of food safety (Eur. U. Inst., EUI Working Paper RSCAS 2010/10, 2010). 
24

 Eyal Benvenisti, Legislating for Humanity: May States Compel Foreigners to Promote Global Interests? 

[hereinafter Benvenisti, Legislating], in INTERANTIONAL LAW MAKING: ESSAYS IN HONOUR OF JAN KLABBERS 3 

(Rain Liivoja & Jarna Pitman eds., 2013). 
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It can fulfill this function when these leaps produce more efficient norms, provided that at 

the relevant time it is the only institution capable of making the leaps. This residual 

function becomes relevant when high transaction costs prevent states from negotiating 

bilateral or multilateral agreements.
25

  

When states that are taking part in multilateral negotiations over a framework agreement 

refuse to make concessions or even indicate future readiness to offer concessions, because the 

situation does not ensure reciprocal concessions, the agreed text can only be disappointing. In 

such circumstances, global governance bodies are often the sole institutions capable of taking the 

necessary steps towards the development of the law, as a trustee acting in the best interests of the 

states and the global community. I further argued that states accept this role and welcome such 

leaps, because they have a general interest in such a residual judicial-legislative function, which 

liberates them from an inefficient Nash equilibrium.
26

 

One example that I used was the ICJ Case concerning the Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Project 

(Hungary/Slovakia).
27

 In its judgment, the ICJ emphasized the duty of the riparian states of the 

Danube river with regard to the “Re-establishment of the joint régime” of their shared portion of 

the river, and also to the “the concept of common utilization of shared water resources.”
28

 Both 

terms used – “shared,” “common utilization” – highlighted the obligations of the parties to 

accept burdens on their sovereign discretion in order to promote collective goals. This emphasis 

was significant given the lack of such language in both their bilateral agreement and in the 

framework Watercourses Convention that had just been adopted by the UN.
29

 

The Juno Trader litigation between Saint Vincent and the Grenadines and Guinea-Bissau 

before the ITLOS is another case in point.
30

 Guinea-Bissau detained the Juno Trader for 

allegedly violating the local fishing laws. The ITLOS found that when coastal states manage and 

police the activity of fishing fleets in their exclusive economic zones, they must not discriminate 

between domestic and foreign ships and crew, and must provide all a hearing before the 

                                                           
25

 Eyal Benvenisti, Customary International Law as a Judicial Tool for Promoting Efficiency, in THE IMPACT OF 

INTERNATIONAL LAW ON INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 85, 86 (Eyal Benvenisti & Moshe Hirsch eds., 2004). 
26

 Id. 
27

 Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros, supra note 14. 
28

 Id., ¶ 147. 
29

 Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses, May 21, 1997, 36 I.L.M. 700 

(1997). 
30

 Juno Trader, supra note 10 (Separate Opinion of J. Mensah & Wolfrum, ¶ 12, Separate Opinion of J. Ndiaye, ¶¶ 

24-26).  
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detaining institutions.
31

 Obviously, the nondiscrimination rule must be based on the observation 

that such discrimination would be harmful to healthy competition among fishing fleets in the 

exploitation of global resources.  

Famously, in its report on Korea—Various Measures on Beef, the WTO Appellate Body 

appeared to apply a test that involved balancing domestic and foreign interests in an effort to 

promote “common interests.”
32

 Even more telling is its subsequent report, United States—

Measures Affecting the Cross-border Supply of Gambling and Betting Services.
33

 In paragraph 

306 the Appellate Body identifies, among the factors that determine what is “necessary,” also 

“the restrictive impact of the measure on international commerce.” Most recently, the Panel 

Report in China—Measures Related to the Exportation of Various Raw Materials
34

 (holding that 

by joining the WTO, China agreed to limit its sovereign rights over its natural resources and 

therefore could not restrict the export of certain raw materials), can be read as seeking to 

promote collective goals.  

The tricky part in this narrative is that almost any global governance function can be 

portrayed as promoting a global public good: global governance itself is a public good!
35

 And the 

problem is that the hidden assumption that specific global governance bodies are qualified to 

identify and promote such goods, is left muted. Indeed, we all want peace, security, prosperity 

and dignity, but there are hard questions regarding how to attain them and hard choices in 

allocating burdens and benefits. For example, the UN Security Council’s choices concerning 

how to balance security versus liberty were rejected by the European Court of Justice in the Kadi 

litigation.
36

 Private standards on fisheries, labor and farming may promote more sustainable uses 

                                                           
31

 Id. (expressing different opinions on the right of hearing of foreign crew before the domestic detaining 

institutions).  
32

 Appellate Body Report, Korea – Measures Affecting Imports of Fresh, Chilled and Frozen Beef, ¶ 164, 

WT/DS161/AB/R (Dec. 11, 2000) [hereinafter WTO, Korea] (“determination of . . . ‘necessary’ . . . involves in 

every case a process of weighing and balancing a series of factors which prominently include the contribution made 

by the compliance measure to the enforcement of the law or regulation at issue, the importance of the common 

interests or values protected by that law or regulation, and the accompanying impact of the law or regulation on 

imports or exports”). 
33

 Appellate Body Report, United States—Measures Affecting the Cross-border Supply of Gambling and Betting 

Services, WT/DS285/AB/R (Apr. 7, 2005) [hereinafter WTO, Measures Affecting]. 
34

 Appellate Body Report, China—Measures Related to the Exportation of Various Raw Materials, WT/DS394/R 

(Feb. 22, 2012). 
35

 See Fabrizio Cafaggi & David D. Caron, Global Public Goods and the Plurality of Legal Orders: Symposium, 23 

EUR. J. INT'L L. 643 (2012); ERNST-ULRICH PETERSMANN, INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW IN THE 21ST CENTURY: 

CONSTITUTIONAL PLURALISM AND MULTILEVEL GOVERNANCE OF INTERDEPENDENT PUBLIC GOODS (2012). 
36

 Joined Cases C-402/05 P & C-415/05 P, Kadi & Al Barakaat v. Council of the European Union, 2008 E.C.R.I-

6351, available at 
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of global resources, but who bears the burdens such standards demand?
37

 Where is the guarantee 

that the global body is skillful and impartial enough to merit deference? Mattias Kumm, who 

elaborated on this problem, finds justification in limiting state discretion only in specific 

instances of “justice-sensitive externalities” (in the context of delimiting territorial boundaries 

and defining the right to exclude and others and unjustly impose negative externalities on 

them).
38

 But he also acknowledges that "justice" remains contentious and hence there can be no 

escape from procedure: 

The enforcement of a conception of justice by a powerful actor or a hegemonic coalition of 

actors against others making competing claims is an act of domination if those hegemonic 

actors refuse to subject themselves to an impartial procedure providing equal participatory 

opportunities for those whose reasonable justice claims are implicated.
39

  

This welcome return to procedure leads us back to considering the relative competence of 

decision-making processes. If nobody has a monopoly over what is right and just, can whoever 

has better potential to make the “right” decision be identified at the outset through “an impartial 

procedure providing equal participatory opportunities”? Stated otherwise, under which 

conditions do global governance bodies have the right to replace the policy of the state under 

review with their own judgment? These questions invite us to consider the possible flaws of the 

domestic decision-making process.  

 

5.2.3 Responding to Democratic Failures 

The question what legitimizes review of national policies by global governance bodies sounds 

similar to the challenge posed to judicial review in domestic settings: what justifies the award of 

priority to a decision by agents – be they judges, government officials, or NGOs – over voter 

preferences? This question calls for an assessment of the failures inherent in the domestic 

democratic process.
40

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=67611&pageIndex=0&doclang=en&mode=lst&dir

=&occ=first&part=1&cid=853625 [hereinafter Kadi 2008] 
37

 On these standards see supra Chapter 2 text to notes 111 – 122. 
38

 Mattias Kumm, Cosmopolitan Turn in Constitutionalism: An Integrated Conception of Public Law, 20 IND. J. 

GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 605 (2013). 
39

 Id., at 617. 
40

 Robert Keohane et al., Democracy Enhancing Multilateralism 63 INT'L ORG. 1 (2009). 
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Representation of Minority and Disadvantaged Groups: There are often several groups within 

each community that tend to be persistently outvoted and, hence, underrepresented in the 

political process. They are the “discrete and insular minorities” (in the words of the U.S. 

Supreme Court)
 41

 who are in a very real sense political captives of the majority. Minorities rely 

on the judicial process to secure their rights and interests.
42

 But because the national judicial 

process – itself dominated by judges of the majority – may fail to protect them, international 

judicial and monitoring organs are often their last resort and only reliable avenue of redress. 

This concern is reflected in the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights 

(ECtHR). In the case of the disqualification of the Turkish workers party in Turkey,
43

 the court 

stated that exceptions to the freedom of peaceful assembly and to the freedom of association 

enshrined in Article 11 of the ECHR  

are, where political parties are concerned, to be construed strictly; only convincing and 

compelling reasons can justify restrictions on such parties’ freedom of association. In 

determining whether a necessity within the meaning of Article 11 § 2 exists, the 

Contracting States have only a limited margin of appreciation.
44

 

In Chassagnou v. France,
45

 the court offered an explanation:  

[P]luralism, tolerance and broadmindedness are hallmarks of a “democratic society.” 

Although individual interests must on occasion be subordinated to those of a group, 

democracy does not simply mean that the views of a majority must always prevail: a 

balance must be achieved which ensures the fair and proper treatment of minorities and 

avoids any abuse of a dominant position.
46

 

This concern explains why the doctrine developed by the ECtHR on “margin of appreciation,” 

which limits the scope of intervention by that court out of respect for the preferences and values 

                                                           
41

 See United States v. Carolene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152-53 n.4 (1938) [hereinafter Carolene Products]. 
42

 See generally JOHN HART ELY, DEMOCRACY AND DISTRUST: A THEORY OF JUDICIAL REVIEW (1980). See also 

Robert M. Cover, The Origins of Judicial Activism in the Protection of Minorities, 91 YALE L. J. 1287 (1982); Bruce 

A. Ackerman, Beyond Carolene Products, 98 HARV. L. REV. 713 (1985); Owen M. Fiss, The Supreme Court, 1978 

Term - Forward: The Forms of Justice, 93 HARV. L. REV. 1 (1979). 
43

 Refah Partisi (the Welfare Party) v. Turk. Appl. Nos. 41340/98, 41342/98, 41343/98 & 41344/98 (2003) 

[hereinafter Partisi].  
44

 Id., ¶ 100. 
45

 Chassagnou v. Fr., Appl. Nos. 25088/94, 28331/95 & 28443/95 (1999). 
46

  Id., ¶ 112. 
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within member states, must remain alert to situations where minorities are affected.
47

 In the 

words of Judge Sajó in M.S.S v. Belgium and Greece:  

The concept of a vulnerable group has a specific meaning in the jurisprudence of the Court. 

True, if a restriction on fundamental rights applies to a particularly vulnerable group in 

society who have suffered considerable discrimination in the past, such as people with 

mental disabilities, then the State’s margin of appreciation is substantially narrower and it 

must have very weighty reasons for the restrictions in question.
48

 

Obviously, there is no guarantee that the court’s willingness to protect minority rights will 

always be paramount, as balancing may lead people to opposite conclusions. This is 

demonstrated in the case of Sejdić and Finci v. Bosnia and Herzegovina,
49

 where the court found 

that the exclusion by the Dayton Peace Accord of certain minorities from being eligible to be 

elected to the House of Peoples of Bosnia and Herzegovina violated the ECHR.
50

 But what 

seems to be always pertinent, and here I echo John Hart Ely,
51

 is to ensure that minorities have 

access to decision-making processes and ample opportunities to voice their concerns. The 

Mumbai Urban Transport Project case at the World Bank Inspection Panel offers a good 

example in point. As may be recalled,
52

 the slum dwellers who had been ordered to vacate their 

informal housing found more effective protection at the level of the global body than with the 

domestic authorities and courts. 

As the Mumbai Transportation case suggests,
53

 one might add to the "traditional" minorities 

other “political outcasts,” identifiable segments of society – the poor and uneducated, those who 

came from the countryside and live in informal settlements – whose predicament prevents them 

from actively engaging in the political process. The domestic political and judicial processes may 

not protect them in a meaningful way, and a global body may correct this failure. The same is 

                                                           
47

 Eyal Benvenisti, Margin of Appreciation, Consensus, and Universal Standards, 31 N.Y.U. J. INT'L L. & POL. 843 

(1999) [hereinafter Benvenisti, Margin]. On the doctrine in general see Yuval Shany, Toward a General Margin of 

Appreciation Doctrine in International Law?, 16 EUR. J. INT’L L. 907 (2005). 
48

 M.S.S v. Belg. & Greece, Appl. No. 30696/09 (2011). 
49

 Sejdić & Finci v. Bosn. & Herz., Appl. Nos. 27996/06 & 34836/06 (2009). 
50

 Christopher McCruden & Brendan O'leary, Courts and Consociations, or How Human Rights Courts May De-

stabilize Power Sharing Settlements, 24 EUR. J. INT'L L. 477 (2013). 
51

 Ely, supra note 42. 
52

 See supra Chapter 4, text to notes 77-79. See also Sheela Patel et al., Beyond evictions in a global city: people-

managed resettlement in Mumbai, 14 ENVIR. & URBANIZATION 159 (2002). 
53

 Id. 
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true for other World Bank efforts,
54

 and those of other global bodies (e.g., the Equator 

Principles),
55

 seeking to ensure the rights of indigenous communities vis-à-vis development 

plans. 

Internal Capture: Small groups within society – banks, pharmaceutical companies, agribusiness, 

etc. – manage to influence local and state politicians. By “capturing” government, they are able 

as a result to steer policies in their favour, often without public notice. These “interest groups” 

capture either their own government or foreign governments. Or – as is often the case in global 

settings – these actors cooperate across boundaries to capture several governments at the same 

time. The phenomena associated with globalization – the continuous lowering of the technical 

and legal barriers to the free movement across territorial boundaries of goods, services, capital 

and (some) people – have exacerbated the well-known failures inherent in domestic democratic 

processes.
56

 

The UNESCO World Heritage Committee is an example of how IGO review can curtail 

internal capture. One of the World Heritage Committee’s more important powers is the 

maintenance of the World Heritage List of sites and its “In Danger” list.
57

 The Committee 

approves the sites submitted by member states to be listed, but it can also remove them 

altogether. Initially, the catalyst for the convention was the attempt to assist states wishing to 

protect their cultural and natural sites. But over time the rationale changed, and in response to 

states’ neglect of cultural properties, the Committee began to review how nations treated sites 

under their jurisdiction. Under the Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World 

Heritage Convention, the Committee considers itself empowered to include a property on the “In 

Danger” list even without the consent of the interested state.
58
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 Benedict Kingsbury, Operational Policies of International Institutions as Part of the Law-Making Process: The 

World Bank and Indigenous People, in THE REALITY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW: ESSAYS IN HONOUR OF IAN 

BROWNLIE 323 (Guy S. Goodwin-Gill & Stefan Talmon eds., 1999). 
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 Benjamin M. Saper, The International Finance Corporation Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman (CAO): an 

examination of accountability and effectiveness from a global administrative law perspective, 44 N.Y.U. J. INT'L L. 
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56

 Eyal Benvenisti, Exit and Voice in the Age of Globalization, 98 MICH. L. REV. 167 (1999) (discussing how 
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ORGANIZATIONS, AND STATES (1970). 
57

 Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage art. 8, Nov. 16, 1972, 1037 

U.N.T.S. 151. 
58
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Despite the fact that the only threat the Committee poses to states is shaming, it has proved 

itself quite effective in countering the internal pressures of local interests. The examples of state 

compliance with the Committee’s criticism include the 2006 protection of Lake Baikal in Russia 

(which cost Russia an additional billion dollars to reroute the East Siberia-Pacific Ocean oil 

pipeline) and intervention in mining activity in the Yellowstone Park area in the U.S. that forced 

the mining company to withdraw its original plan.
59

 

 

External capture: Traditionally, democratic failures are analyzed from an internal perspective, 

e.g., discrimination against discrete and insular minorities or capture by indigenous interest 

groups. But the growing global interdependency and the move to supranational policymaking 

and enforcement have brought in three additional external factors that threaten the independence 

of domestic democracy and individuals’ capacity for agency. First, growing reliance on foreign 

investors and foreign markets for exported goods has intensified the competition among small 

and medium-sized states divided by political boundaries and high levels of political, social, and 

economic heterogeneity.  These divisions between countries make it difficult and most often 

impossible for them to act collectively to withstand demands by a strong economic or political 

actor—be it a powerful state, a wealthy investor, the international Olympic Committee, or a 

supermarket chain in a powerful country.  

The second type of external challenge to domestic democratic processes is more fundamental. 

It stems from the lack of congruence between the population of enfranchised voters and the 

population of parties affected by the voters’ decisions. The basic assumption of state 

democracy—that there is a strong overlap between these two populations—might have been 

correct in a world of “separate mansions,” when territorial boundaries defined not only the 

persons entitled to vote but also the community that was primarily affected by the choices made. 

Today, however, this condition is rarely met, and voters in one country affect stakeholders in 

foreign countries, without the latter having the right to participate in the vote or otherwise 

influence the decisions that are made. This has led to the growing acknowledgment that the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
certain cases may most effectively be limited to messages of its concern, including the message sent by inscription 

of a property on the List of World Heritage in Danger and that such assistance may be requested by any Committee 

member or the Secretariat”). 
59

  See the analysis by Stefano Battini, The Procedural Side of Legal Globalization: The Case of the World Heritage 

Convention, 9 INT'L J. CONST. L. 340 (2011); Benedetto Cimino, Global Bodies Reviewing National Decisions: The 

Yellowstone Case, in GAL CASEBOOK, supra note 10, at 50.  
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“geography-based constituency definition introduces an arbitrary criterion of inclusion/exclusion 

right at the start.”
60

 

Finally, foreign actors increasingly employ economic leverage to influence both local 

candidates and domestic public opinion in other states. While this phenomenon may temporarily 

compensate for their lack of voting power, it operates to distort the domestic democratic process 

in such states and to disenfranchise their citizens.
61

 

 

5.2.4 How can Global Governance Bodies Redress the Challenges to Democracy? 

Several of the legal mechanisms employed by global governance bodies are designed to address 

this variety of causes of democratic failures, associated with either internal or external capture. 

Global regulatory and monitoring bodies can, and often do, advance democratic goals by (a) 

insisting that opportunities for voice be granted to foreigners in domestic administrative 

decisions; (b) requiring more rigorous decision-making processes by domestic regulators; (c) 

enhancing the domestic democratic processes by improved domestic accountability mechanisms; 

(d) reducing the leverage of powerful foreign actors that thrive on the divisions among countries, 

particularly weaker ones; and (e) ensuring that the interests of foreign stakeholders who are 

excluded from domestic decision-making are being taken into account. A few illustrations are 

hereby provided: 

(a) Providing Hearing Rights for Foreign Stakeholders 

Famously, in the United States – Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products,
62

 

the Appellate Body Report of the WTO interpreted Article X:3 of the GATT as “establish[ing] 

certain minimum standards for transparency and procedural fairness in the administration of 

trade regulations,” and found that these were not met by the U.S. authorities:
63

  

                                                           
60
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LEFT REV. 1 (2005).  
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 WTO, Shrimp, supra note 9.  
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The non-transparent and ex parte nature of the internal governmental procedures applied 

by the competent officials in the Office of Marine Conservation, the Department of State, 

and the United States National Marine Fisheries Service throughout the certification 

processes under Section 609, as well as the fact that countries whose applications are 

denied do not receive formal notice of such denial, nor of the reasons for the denial, and 

the fact, too, that there is no formal legal procedure for review of, or appeal from, a denial 

of an application, are all contrary to the spirit, if not the letter, of Article X:3 of the GATT 

1994.
64

  

The Appellate Body went on to say that such deficiencies “amounts to a means not just of 

‘unjustifiable discrimination’, but also of ‘arbitrary discrimination’ between countries where the 

same conditions prevail, contrary to the requirements of the chapeau of Article XX.”
65

   

The demands for hearing in environmental decision-making are another case in point, as 

reflected in the Aarhus and Espoo Conventions.
66

 The Aarhus Convention Compliance 

Committee has extended the right of hearing also to foreign individuals who may be affected by 

development plans in neighboring countries.
67

 The International Tribunal on the Law of the Sea 

has sought to ensure voice to individuals when they or their vessels are detained and subjected to 

sanctions by coastal states.
68

 

(b) Requiring More Rigorous Domestic Decision-Making 

Global bodies may contribute to improving domestic decision-making processes in several ways. 

For example, they can insist on decision-making processes that are based on reliable information, 

and they can ensure that more reliable information is accessible to voters. They can also produce 

such information themselves by the decisions they make. 

The Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement of the WTO requires regulatory measures to be 

scientifically justified and based on a risk assessment. The aim of this requirement is to reduce 

                                                           
64

 Id. 
65

 Id., ¶ 184. 
66

 Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in 

Environmental Matters, Jun. 25, 1998, 38 I.L.M 517, 2161 U.N.T.S 447, available at 
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capture and to enhance domestic deliberation.
69

 But “science” can be manipulated as well. This 

is why the Panel decision in the EC-Biotech Case
70

 ruled that the EC’s import bans under review 

were in violation of the SPS Agreement, “as they restricted the market without a proper 

substantial justification, i.e. they were not based on a conclusive scientific assessment of the 

risks stemming from GMOs.”
71

 Furthermore, the decision stipulate that measures ought to be 

“based on the scientific evidence relied upon and are, accordingly, objective and coherent.”
72

 In 

the same vein, the Appellate Body requires that domestic decisions “provide a reasoned and 

adequate explanation.”
 73

 

Global bodies provide information to voters through various indicators.
74

 For example, the 

PISA tests provide voters with a sober assessment of performance of their domestic educational 

system.
75

 Decisions of international courts and other judicial bodies also provide important 

information that voters can appreciate. In fact, voters increasingly have been seeking and 

obtaining information from such judicial bodies. Eric Voeten has shown that people increasingly 

google information about international tribunals, and their interest in certain tribunals has 

reached similar levels to that of the judgment of their own courts.
76

  

(c) Improving Accountability Mechanisms 

The OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International 

Business Transactions
77

 is an example of an effort to reduce domestic corruption by focusing on 

those private actors who may be tempted to offer bribes to foreign officials. The OECD has also 

issued Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises to Responsible Business Conduct.
78

 The 

Guidelines establish legally nonbinding principles concerning business ethics, which include the 
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disclosure of information, environmental protection, and combating bribery. Although these 

principles are nonbinding, OECD members have committed to observing them, including by 

setting up a system of National Contact Points (NCPs).
79

 Other efforts to protect against external 

capture of governments include the U.S. Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 

Protection Act, which requires listed companies to report all payments to governments across the 

world.
80

 Several information-generating requirements address the specific and acute problem of 

mineral extraction in conflict zones.
81

 

(d) Overcoming the Prisoner’s Dilemma  

Global governance bodies can help resolve collective action problems of states that are unable to 

promote their preferences by collectively rebuffing the demands of a powerful state or a 

multinational company that is seeking to force the weaker state to comply with its demands. 

Interestingly, some of these problems are created by other global bodies. For example, IGOs 

seeking to establish a headquarters will demand that any potential host state recognize their total 

immunity from domestic law and courts. The global sports industry obtains similar immunity by 

insisting on the private character of the sporting events, and threatens to exclude athletes from 

countries that insist on regulating sport activities. In both cases, the European courts have proven 

quite successful in offering resistance and indirectly imposing regulation on the global actors. 

The ECtHR has demanded that IGOs respect the basic employment conditions for their 

employees,
82

 and the ECJ has imposed European legal standards on sporting associations that 

sought insulation from public law obligations.
83

  

(e) Taking Outsiders’ Interests into Account 

Beyond ensuring that foreigners have access to domestic decision-making processes, global 

governance bodies have the opportunity to ensure that where appropriate, the outcome of the 

                                                           
79
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domestic process takes the interests of potentially affected foreigners into account. In a recent 

article
84

 I described several judgments by the ICJ and other international tribunals that require 

states to use their own resources in ways that respect outsiders’ interests, and sometimes to give 

way. More recent examples of ICJ decisions relate to boundary regimes, where the ICJ expects 

states to allow access to others who have special demands, such as the seminomadic 

communities living along the Niger-Burkina-Faso border,
85

 or worshipers and tourists who wish 

to access the Temple of Preah Vihear from the Thai side of its border with Cambodia.
86

 

The ECtHR also showed sensitivity to foreign stakeholders in relation to the protection of 

their property. In a famous judgment, the ECtHR ruled that:  

Especially as regards a taking of property effected in the context of a social reform, there 

may well be good grounds for drawing a distinction between nationals and non-nationals as 

far as compensation is concerned. To begin with, non-nationals are more vulnerable to 

domestic legislation: unlike nationals, they will generally have played no part in the 

election or designation of its authors nor have been consulted on its adoption. Secondly, 

although a taking of property must always be effected in the public interest, different 

considerations may apply to nationals and non-nationals and there may well be legitimate 

reason for requiring nationals to bear a greater burden in the public interest than non-

nationals.
87 

  

Furthermore, a few WTO Appellate Body decisions can be read as expecting member states to 

take global interests into account. Famously, in its report on Korea—Various Measures on 

Beef,
88

 the Appellate Body stated that “[i]t is not open to doubt that Members of the WTO have 

the right to determine for themselves the level of enforcement of their WTO-consistent laws and 

regulations.”
89

 At the same time, however, it asserted that “the determination of ‘necessary’ . . . 

involves in every case a process of weighing and balancing a series of factors which prominently 
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include the contribution made by the compliance measure to the enforcement of the law or 

regulation at issue, the importance of the common interests or values protected by that law or 

regulation, and the accompanying impact of the law or regulation on imports or exports.”
90

  In 

the case of United States—Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting 

Services,
91

 the Appellate Body identifies, among the factors that determine what is “necessary,” 

also “the restrictive impact of the measure on international commerce.”
92

 

In general, the obligation to acknowledge and weigh the interests of foreign stakeholders does 

not necessarily imply an obligation to succumb to those interests, and does not even require full 

legal responsibility for ultimately preferring domestic interests in balancing the opposing claims. 

What it does imply as a minimum, however, is that sovereigns must give due respect to foreign 

stakeholders both procedurally and substantively. 

Taking outsiders’ interests into account is particularly relevant when national regulators 

justify their unilateral law-making as aimed at producing global public goods, and “legislate for 

humanity” as discussed in Chapter 2.
93

 States that regulate activities also beyond their 

jurisdiction obviously must take the interests of those beyond their territory and of humanity at 

large seriously into account. This has an institutional aspect: the legislative process must provide 

opportunity for foreign stakeholders to intervene in the process and shape its outcomes. And 

there is also a substantive aspect: the adopted policy must accommodate the legitimate rights and 

interests of others, especially the interests of developing countries whose economies and 

capacities are burdened by the new order of priorities. 

Among the considerations that unilateral lawmakers must weigh is the proper deference they 

should give to collective efforts to achieve comparable goals through collective action. 

Unilateralists should not pre-empt or otherwise unfairly determine such collective outcomes. 

Collective efforts tend to be regarded as more legitimate in the eyes of key relevant stakeholders 

and hence are likely to be more effective. They may also reflect the greater wisdom of the larger 

group that participates in the decision-making and also be more equitable to the different affected 

groups. Therefore, unilateral legislation must not be pursued unless good faith efforts to 
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conclude an agreement between the representatives of the relevant states have failed. For the 

same reasons, unilateral law-making must remain open to the resumption of such discussions. 

 

5.2.5 Countervailing Considerations 

While there may be potentially positive consequences from the direct or indirect intervention of 

global governance bodies in domestic decision-making, in terms of both domestic interests and 

global interests, there are also reasons for concern. Like any external intervention, it may not be 

sufficiently well informed or sensitive to local demands and constraints. Beyond skillfulness, 

there may be questions regarding the impartiality of the global decision-maker. Many of these 

institutions, formal and informal, public and private, even certain international tribunals, overly 

represent the interests of certain powerful actors.
94

 Moreover, because these governance bodies 

remain inaccessible and quite opaque for most voters (certainly more opaque than domestic 

democratic processes), they enable better organized interest groups to exploit asymmetric 

information about the goals and consequence of regulation by the global governing body. In fact, 

some of the examples we have discussed, including Kadi, Waite and Kennedy, and Meca-

Medina, portray the global regulatory body as a challenge to democracy, rights and global 

welfare rather than their provider and guarantor. These examples and others, as well as the 

underlying premise that power corrupts, call attention to the question “who guards the global 

guardians?” which is the topic of the next chapter. Suffice it to say here that the more skilful and 

impartial the global body is regarded to be, as a result of its own structure or due to external 

actors that monitor its activities, the more its intervention in domestic processes will tend to 

promote the desired goals and be perceived as legitimate.  

There is therefore no single easy answer to the question regarding the legitimate scope of 

intervention by global governance bodies in domestic decision-making processes. A careful case-

by-case approach, attentive to the considerations identified in this chapter, will be necessary. To 

demonstrate how these considerations play out in more concrete situations, the final section 

examines in greater detail the extent to which international tribunals may intervene in the 

discretion of national regulators. 
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5.3 Factors Determining the Proper Standard of Review by International Tribunals 

Just as domestic courts have wondered what their legitimate scope of interference is with the 

preferences of voters or their political representatives, so do international tribunals. Whereas 

domestic courts define tests of “reasonableness” to respect the decision-maker’s autonomous 

decisional space,
95

 define factors that would call for “strict scrutiny” of policies that affect 

certain rights and right-holders,
96

 and develop doctrines of deference to administrative agencies 

in other matters,
97

 some international tribunals invoke the margin of appreciation” doctrine, 

explore what the proper “standard of review” is, or simply define state obligations widely (e.g., a 

very intrusive definition of “fair and equitable treatment” of foreign investment)
98

 or narrowly 

(e.g., only the “most arbitrary and capricious” treatment of foreign investors violates treaty 

obligations).
99

 What is common to all these techniques and others (and to “avoidance doctrines” 

such as the lack of standing to sue or non-justiciability) is the need to find a way to engage with 

the problematic interface between law as interpreted by courts and the preferences of public 

actors, and in the global context, also a tension between universality and subsidiarity.
100

 

On the basis of the above discussion, it is possible to outline certain factors that could help 

determine the proper level of intervention. These would be “background” factors, namely factors 

that come into play only after the relevant substantive norm has been examined and found 

indeterminate. For example, in the Glamis Gold arbitration,
101

 once the tribunal found that the 

relevant obligation was not to treat a foreign investor in the “most arbitrary and capricious” way, 

the room for review became limited. At other times, the substantive test of review will be based 

on the goal of the treaty. For example, there are those who argue that the scope of review of the 

WTO dispute settlement bodies should be limited to reviewing the sincerity of the state and 

protecting against protectionism rather than promoting global welfare, because the GATT regime 
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is based on “negative integration”
 102

 as opposed to the EU’s “positive integration.”
103

 To give 

another example, the European Court of Justice has given greater deference to states in matters 

of public health and safety, areas it considers “closely related to national sovereignty,” as 

opposed to other areas such as consumer protection, an area of European Community 

competence with broad agreement as to the appropriate level of protection.
104

 At the same time, 

these background factors may indirectly shape the proper interpretation of the substantive 

obligation, as is arguably the case with the European Convention on Human Rights. 

Among the factors that call for limited review are situations where domestic political, 

bureaucratic and judicial actors can be trusted to act skilfully and impartially,
105

 in matters where 

there is only limited global consensus,
106

 or when cultural diversity is entitled to respect.
107

  

Factors that may call for more searching global inquiry mirror the previous ones: to the extent 

that the domestic processes are less reliable than the global ones, and there is universal 

acceptance of certain right which was restricted,
108

 the more legitimate it would be for the global 

judicial body to intervene. For example, deference to national discretion is inappropriate when 

rights of members of minority groups are curtailed through, for example, restrictions on speech 
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or on association,
109

 or when they are deprived of their control over resources.
110

 Less deference 

is also called for when the interests of foreigners are at stake.
111

 Rightly, the WTO’s Appellate 

Body has demonstrated over the years that it will be more deferential towards trade restrictions 

prompted by human health considerations than restrictions reflecting other concerns.
112

 Finally, 

minimal deference is called for when the national regulator regulates for the global sphere, for 

example by setting standards in relation to its exclusive economic zone (e.g., in the Juno Trader 

Case),
113

 or otherwise imposes standards on foreign actors acting outside its jurisdiction (for 

example, by imposing emission limits on foreign air carriers).
114

 

Obviously, in some instances some of the factors will pull in different directions and the 

relevant court would have to balance them. A well-known case in point is Hirst v. The United 

Kingdom (No. 2)
115

 where the ECtHR determined that the UK violated its obligation under 

Article 3 of Protocol 1 of the ECHR by depriving all prisoners without distinction of the right to 

vote in general elections. The court acknowledged that the margin of appreciation in this area is 

“wide,” since “[t]here are numerous ways of organising and running electoral systems and a 

wealth of differences, inter alia, in historical development, cultural diversity and political 

thought within Europe which it is for each Contracting State to mould into their own democratic 

vision.”
116

 But, the court continued, “while the Court reiterates that the margin of appreciation is 

wide, it is not all-embracing. […] [A] general, automatic and indiscriminate restriction on a 
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vitally important Convention right must be seen as falling outside any acceptable margin of 

appreciation, however wide that margin might be.”
117

 

This judgment was received with much criticism in the United Kingdom also among the 

higher judiciary. The former lord chief justice declared that British law “should be changed to 

make it clear that British courts are not obliged to implement judgments of the European court 

of human rights.”
118

 Lord Sumption of the UK Supreme Court said that the ECtHR has taken 

“many contentious issues which would previously have been regarded as questions for political 

debate, administrative discretion or social convention and transform[ed] them into questions of 

law to be resolved by an international judicial tribunal.”
119

 The vehement reaction to this and 

other judgments, shared by several state parties to the convention, prompted the adoption of 

Protocol 15 to the ECHR, which asserts that the state parties, “in accordance with the principle of 

subsidiarity, have the primary responsibility to secure the rights and freedoms defined in this 

Convention and the Protocols thereto, and that in doing so they enjoy a margin of 

appreciation.”
120

 It remains to be seen whether or not this reaction affects the ECtHR’s 

willingness to interfere with national discretion. 

This story suggests that there are ways for certain actors to react to decisions of global 

governance bodies, even the most venerable ones like the ECtHR. Such reactions provide at least 

some checks on the discretion of the global bodies. But this in turn raises the question of the 

limits of national review of the global governance bodies. The next Chapter elaborates on this 

aspect of the law of global governance. 
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